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Glossary

-: the act that e*c0mp***e*  the 5. The state in which a task is said to
references to and retrieval of data. be be*ore it has bee" terminated.

action s ecificatio": in an ON statereent,
the on-unit or the single keyword SYSTEM,
either of which specifies the actio" to be
taken whenever a" interrupt results from
raising of the named on-condition. The
action specification can also include tile
keyword SNAP.

activate (a block): to initiate the
execution of a block. A procedure block is
activated when it is inirojred  at any  of its
entry points; a begin block is activated
when it is encountered in normal flow of
control, including a branch.

activation (of a block):
.

1. The process of activating a blgck.

2. The execution of a block.

activation (of a ~rc!xocessor variable or
entrv  name)  : the establishment of dhe
validity for replacement of the value of a
variable or the returned value of a" entry
name. The first activation must be the
result of the appearance of the name in a
XDECLARE statement. If a" active variable
or entry name is made inactive by a
‘LDEACTIVATE  statercent  it may be activated
again by a %r4CTIVATE  statement.

1. The stats vf a block efUx  activation
and befoxe termination.

\
2. The state 1n which a preprocessor

variable vr preprocessor entry name is
said to be wts" its value can +eplace
the correspording identifier in source
program text.

3 . The state in which a" event variable
is said to be during the time it is
associated with a" asynchronous
operation. An event variable remains
active and, hence, cannot be
associated with another operation
until a WAIT statement specifying that
event variable has been executed or,
in the case of a" event variable
associated with a task, until a" EXIT,
RETURN, or END statement-has caused
termination of the task.

a t t r i b u t e s :additive attributes for which
there are no defaults and which, if
requared,  must always be added to the list
ot specified attributes or be implied
(i.e., they have to be added to the set of
attributes, if they are required).

address: a specific storage location at
which data iteni  can be stored.

adiustable extent: bound (of an array),
lenath lof  a strinn).  or size (of a" area)
thai may be different for different
generations of the associated varisble.
Adjustable bounds, lengths, and sizes are
specified as expressions  or asterisks (or
by REFER options for based variables),
which are evaluated separately for each -
generation.
variables.

They cannot,be used tor static

aqqreqate: see -a awreqate.

aqqreqate expressions: an array expression
or a structure expression.

aliqnment: the storing of data iterre  in
relation to certain machine-dependent
boundaries. /

allocated variable: a variable with which
main Storage has been associated and not
freed.

allocation: /

1. The reserVati0" Of “Id” Storage for  a
variable.

2 . A generation of a" allocated variable.

alphabetic character: any of the
characters A through Z of the English
alphabet and the alphabetic extenders X, $,
and a (which  may have different graphic
representation in different countries).

alphamerib character: a" alphaWtic
character or a diqlt.

alternative attribute: a" attribute that
may be chose"  from a group of twc. or more
alternatives. If "one is specified, a
detault  is assumed.

ambicwous reference: a reference that  is
4 . The state in which a task variable is not sufficiently qualified to identify one

said to be when its associated task is and only one name known at the point of
attached. refereqce.

,
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ancestral task: the attacblng task or any
of the  tasks in a direct line from the
given task to, and including, the mayor
task.

area : a declared portion of contiguous
& storage identified by an area variable
and reserved, on allocation, for the
allocation of based Variables.

area variable: a variable with the AREA
attribute; its values may only be areas.

arsument: an expression in an argument
list as part of a procedure skference.

arwment  list: a parenthesized list  of one
or more arguments, separated by cc,,,u,,as,
following an entry-name constant, a" entry-
name variable, a generic name, or a built-
in function name. The list is passed to
the parameters of the entry point.

arithmetic constant: S fix&-point
constant or a floating-point constant.
Although most arithmetic constants can be
signed, the sign is not part of the
constant.

arithmetic conversion: the transformation
of a value from one arithmetic
representation to another.

arithmetic data: data that has the
characteristics of base, scale, mode, and
preCisi0". It includes coded arithmetic
data and pictured numeric character data.

arithmetic 0PeratorS: either of the prefix
operators + and -,
infix operators:

or any of the following
+ - l , l *

arithmetic picture data: decimal picture
data or binary picture data containing the
following types of picture Specification
CharaCterS.

1 . Decimal digit characters.

2. Zero-suppression characters,

3. Sign and currency symbol characters.

4. Insertion characters.

5. Commercial characters.

6. Exponent characters.

array: a named, ordered collection of data
elements, all of which hava identical
attributes. An array has dimensions
specified by the dimension attribute, and
its individual elements are referred to by
subscripts. A" array can also be a"
ordered collection of identical structures.

array expression:' a" expression whose

evaluation yields a" array of values.

a?xav Of StIUctUIeS: an ordered collection
of identical  StructureS  specified by giving
the dime"Sio" attribute to a structure
name.

assiqnment: the process of giving a value
to a "arlable.

asynchronws  operation: the overlap of an
Input/output oprration with the executlo"
of Statement* or the concurrent execution
of procedures using multiple flows of
control for different tasks.

attachmellf  of a task: the invocation of a
procedure-and the establishment of a
separate flow Of control to execute the
invoked procedure (and procedures it
invokes) asynchronously with execution of
the invoking procedure.

attention: a" occu~ence,  external to a
task, thaf could cauSe  a" interrupt to the
task.

attnbute:

1 . A descriptive property  associated with
a name to describe a characteristic of
irems  that the name may represent.

2. A desczlptive property used to
describe a characteristic of the
result of evaluation of a" expression.

automatic Storaqe allocation: the
allocation of Storage for automatic
variables.

automatic variable: a variable that is
allocated automatically at the activation
Of a block and released automatically a~
the terrmnatio" of that block.

base: the number system in terms Of Which
a" arithmetic value iS represented.

base element: the name of a Structure
member that is not S minor  StrIICtuTe.

base item: the automatic, controlled, or
static variable or the parameter upon  which
a defined variable iS defined. The name
may be qualified and/or subscripted.

based storage allocation: the allocation
of Storage for based variables.

based variable: a variable whose
ge"hrat1o"s are identified by locator
"arlables. A based variable can be used to
refer to values of a variable of any
storage class; it can also be allocated and
freed explicitly by use of the ALLOCATE and
FREE statements.
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, twwlock: a collection Of statements
by a BEGIN statement and ended by an

END statement that is a &X.rt  of a program
that delimits the scope of nameS  and that
is activated by normal sequential flow of
control, including any branch resulting
from e GO TO statement.

I

m: the number system based on the
lumber  2.

bit: a binary digit (0 or I).

bit string: a string composed of zeros or
more bits.

bit-strinq ol)eretors: the logical
operators -. (not), C (and), and 1 (or).

w: a begin block or procedure block.

block headinq statement: the PROCEDORE or
BEGIN statement that heads a block of
statements.

M: the upper and lower limits of en
array dimension.

buffer: intermediate storage, used in
input/output operations, into which a
record is read during xnput end from which
a record is written during output.

built-in function: a function that is
supplied by the language.

s: (Verb)  to invoke a subroutine by
means of the CALL statement or CALL osion;
(noun)  such an invocation.

, character set: a defined collection of
characters. See lansuaqe character set and
data cliaeacter  set.

character strinqr  a string 0ompoe.d of,
zero or more characters.

\character-strino  oictuse datai data
described by a picture specification which
must have et least one A or x picture
specification character.

c1osinq (Of a file,: the dissociation of a
file from a data set.

coded arithmetic date: arithmetic data
that is stored in a form that is
acceptable, withbut conversion, for
arithmetic calculations.

comment : a string Of rero or more
characters used for documentation, that  ie
preceded'by /* and terminated by */ and
which is a separator. /

commercial characteri
I

the following
picture specification characters;

1 .

2.

3.

CR (credit).

DB (debit).

T, I, and R, the overpunched-sign
oharaCte+s, which indicate that the
associated positlon in the data item
contains or may contain a digit with
an overpunched sign and that this
overpunched sign is to be considered
in the character string value of the
data item. ',

comPa+lson OPerators: infix operators used
in comparxon  expressions. They are -<
(not  less than),  < (less than), -3 (less
than Or equal to),  -= InOt equal  to),  =
('equal toi,  >= (greater than;or equal to),
> (greater then), and -> (not greater
than).

compile time: in general, the time during
which a source program is translated into
en object module. .In PL/I,  it is the time
during which a source progrem can  be
altered (preprocessed), ,if  desired. end
then translated into an object program.

compile-time statements: see preoeocessor
statementq.

Complex *at=: arithmetic data, each item
of which consists of a real pert and an
imaginary part.

composite opentore: an operator composed
Of tWo operator symbols,  e.g., +

commund  statement: a statement that
contains other statements. IF and ON are
the only compound statements.

concatenation: the operation that joins
two strings. in the order specified, thus
forming one string whose length is equal to
the sum of the lengths of the  two strings.
It is specified by the operator 11.

condition: see on-conditions.

condition list: a list of one or more
condition prefixes.

condition name: a lamWage  keyword (or
CONDITION followed by a parenthesized
programmer-defined name)  that denotes
on-condition that might arise within a

"P

task.

condition prefix: a parenthesized list of
one or more  language condition nemes,
prefixed to a statement. It specifies
whether the named on-conditions are  to be
enabled.

connected referencer a referen&e  to
Mnnected  storage; it must be apparent,
prior to execution of the program, that the
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